
Christian Fellowship for Classical Studies 

Contest Descriptions 

 

Academic Contests 

Each Academic Contest consists of 40 multiple choice questions regarding the designated topic 

of study. The various contests descriptions are provided below along with recommended 

academic resources. Participation is limited to 2 contestants per school, per level. 

Contestants of all levels will use the same 40-questions contest. Students will only be scored 

against their declared level: minores, maiores, optimates. 

 

Ancient Geography 

The ancient geography contest will assess knowledge of the physical and political 

geography of the civilizations of the ancient Greco-Roman world, including the entire 

orbis terrarum of the Mediterannean region. This will include battle maps from 

significant wars and conquests. 

Resources: Most atlases of the ancient world and maps found within historical texts or 
literary works. 

 

Ancient History 

The ancient history test will cover the period from 753 BC (the founding of Rome) to 44 

BC (the death of Julius Caesar). Questions will assess knowledge of the histories (names, 

dates, wars, cultures, achievements, etc.) of the Greeks and Romans as well as other 

Mediterranean and Mesopotamian empires, such as the Babylonians and the Persians.  

Resources: Herodotus’ Histories, Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War, Livy’s 

History of Rome, Plutarch’s Lives, and relevant portions of the Bible. 

Epic Literature 

The epic literature contest will consist of 40 multiple choice questions over Homer's Iliad 
and Odyssey and Vergil's Aeneid. This exam will cover major figures and events, Greek 
and Roman divinities and their interactions in these stories, and characteristics of epic 
literature.  
 
Resources: Iliad, Odyssey, Aeneid 

 

Etymology 

The etymology contest will consist of 40 multiple choice questions regarding Greek and 

Latin roots, especially as they appear in English. The format will primarily be matching 



and giving simple definitions of Greek and Latin words as well as of English derivatives 

and cognates. 

Resources: Dictionary of Latin & Greek Origins, Bob Moore and Maxine Moore; Latin and 

Greek in Current Use, Burriss and Casson. The Oxford English Dictionary. Any reputable 

Latin and Ancient/Koine Greek Dictionary. 

Mythology 

This contest will cover stories pertaining to the deities of Greece and Rome. Some 

references to their Norse counterparts may also be included.  

Resources: Mythology, Edith Hamilton; Meridian Handbook of Classical Mythology, Edward 

Tripp; Classical Mythology, Morford and Lenardon 

Declamation Contest 

Contestants will memorize and perform a selection from an ancient work of literature in 

either Greek or Latin: fable, oratory, or poetry. Passages of each language will be 

assigned for Greek and Latin students. No costumes, props, or introductions may be 

used. Contestants will be assessed on the memorization and delivery of the passage.  

Participation is limited to 2 contestants per school, per level. 

Resources: See 2020 Declamation Contest information for passages and judging rubric. 

Art Contest 

Contestants may enter a prepared piece of artwork in the categories listed below. Each 

piece should adhere to the convention theme De Amicitia. The artwork should be the 

work of one individual. A title and brief description may be submitted along with the 

artwork. However, the student’s name and school name should not appear with the 

artwork or its description. A contest number will be assigned at registration to ensure 

each piece will be connected back to its author after judging has concluded. Participation 

is limited to 2 contestants per school, per category. Art categories will include: 

Polychromatic Drawing: colored pencil or marker 

Monochromatic Drawing: pencil, charcoal, or graphite 

Painting: oils, acrylic, watercolor 

Sculpture: may include figures or pottery 

Architecture: models of ancient buildings or other structures  

(this category does not need to pertain to the convention theme) 

 

Resources: See 2020 Art Contest judging rubric 

 



Olympika 

This series of contests will celebrate the ancient Greek tradition of athletic competition 

that began the Olympics. Contests will focus on traditional track and field events. Events 

will be separated by gender in recognition and honor of God’s divine physical design 

that is unique to men and women. Events may vary, but will typically include: 

 Track: 100 yard dash, 200 yard dash, 440 relay 

 Field: discus throw (frisbee), shotput (softball throw), running long jump 

  

Ludi 

Mixed Certamen (Friday Night) – Certamen [contest] is an academic trivia game that 

will test 4-person student teams in their understanding of ancient history, culture, and 

language. Each team will be comprised of a random mix of students from various 

schools. Thus, this game will allow students from various schools the opportunity to 

bond in the heat of battle. 

Spoken Latin (Friday Night) – Spoken Latin and Greek seminars invite students to 

participate in an active, round table, Socratic discussion in the target language. While the 

level of spoken ability will start at the beginner level, it may probe into the 

intermediate at times aiming to maintain comprehensibility while challenging 

proficiency. There will be tables for the participants and instructors in the middle of the 

room (limited to 13) and chairs around the perimeter of the room for spectators.  These 

seminars will invite participants, spectators, and instructors alike to savor the delight of 

using Latin and Greek to communicate. Time permitting, the seminar will be followed 

by an opportunity to exercise these oral skills through games. 

Et Cetera (Saturday) – Other informal games will be offered Saturday afternoon as an 

alternative activity to various contests. These may include: ultimate frisbee, gaga ball, 

capture the flag, volleyball, etc.  

 

Curriculum Vitae 

The contest and form of all events is designed to reinforce and celebrate the study of the 

classics in an engaging delightful manner. The entire corpus of such work, extending 

from the Homer down through the early Medievals is too much to contain in one event. 

Thus, we will divide the period roughly in the middle and celebrate the early archaic 

and classical period in even years and in odd years the later Hellenistic and Medieval 

period. We will also embrace Judeo-Christian people, events, and literature as they 

intertwine with and become an important narrative within these time periods.  

 


